Page 5, paragraph 1, line 10

Add, after the word "because" the words "of the extent to which".

Line 12

Delete the words "added that equilibrium had been achieved through certain temporary" and substitute the words "recognised that certain important temporary".

Line 13

Delete the word "including" and substitute the words "were still at work. These included".

Paragraph 2, line 3

Delete the words "than those" and substitute the words "than the temporary factors".

Paragraph 3, line 8

Delete the words "for imports, and the non-dollar world had increased its" and substitute the words "for imports. The non-dollar world had also increased its".

Paragraph 3, line 2

Add after the word "reflected" the words "to a considerable extent".

Paragraph 3, line 10

Delete the word "they" and substitute the word "it".